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Introduction

T

he Village of Fox Point built its municipal pool in 1968 and it

it is unsafe for employees, and it is uncomfortable for users. Liability

has served the community ever since. Three generations of

issues make it difficult to replace pool equipment, and they could

families from Fox Point and the surrounding villages have

come back to haunt the village if they were to result in an injury to a

come to the pool for swimming lessons, diving competitions, movie

pool user. The outdated concession stand is unable to earn revenue.

nights, and simple relaxation. It is a highly valued amenity, and it sets
the village apart from its neighbors.
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In addition to, and partially as a result of these problems with the
facility, the pool has experienced significant membership reductions

However, after fifty years of operation the pool is showing its age.

over the past several years. Full memberships fell from 390 in 2014 to

Many of the pool facilities have deteriorated to the point where

330 in 2015 before rebounding to 355 in 2016. This is part of a long

they are either unusable or they could break at any time. Others

term trend as Fox Point’s population has declined steadily since the

were built in a way that was acceptable in the 1960’s but is not up

1970s due to reduced household sizes. However, the pool’s condition

to modern standards. As of 2017 the pool is not ADA accessible,,

is also most likely a factor in the reduced membership rates, s

Source: APW Project Team

Source: APW Project Team

as is competition from private health club and country club pools, as
well as the vastly increased number of options for entertainment and
recreation in general. The pool’s high membership fee, particularly
for non-residents, is also most likely a factor.
As a result of the membership losses, as well as the pool’s inability to
generate revenue from other sources, such as concessions or rentals,
and as a result of necessary repairs due to its deteriorating physical
condition, the village has been forced to subsidize the pool from
its general revenue fund for the past several years. Subsidies have
ranged from a high of roughly $110,000 in 2011 to a low of $35,000 in
2015, with an average rate of $79,000 over the past six years.
As part of the Spring Semester 2017 Applied Planning Workshop

Source: APW Project Team

Class, our group of four UW-Milwaukee Urban Planning Masters

We conducted a survey of local residents from March 14 through

students has studied the Fox Point Pool since early February. The goal

March 31 to determine what they value in the pool, what changes

of our project was to give the Village a better understanding of the

they would like to see there, and how they feel about potential

pool’s current condition, of the disposition of village residents toward

investments in the pool by the village. We received 842 responses.

spending money to keep the pool functional, of the reasons for the

On April 18th we held a public meeting at the Fox Point Village Hall

membership losses and possible methods to reduce the trends, and

to discuss the future of the pool. Between 60 and 70 village residents

of the village’s options for the future of the pool.

attended the meeting and voiced their opinions on potential

Our group conducted background research on the pool’s condition,
on the local demographics, and on competitor pools in the
surrounding area. We also conducted a deeper study of four local

locations for a new pool, the amenities they would like to see, and
immediate changes the village could make to improve service at the
pool.

municipal pools to use as a comparison to the Fox Point Pool and

The results of the survey, the public meeting, and our background

to find out what funding and maintenance methods have been

research are summarized in the following report, along with our

successful and unsuccessful for them. The four comparison pools

detailed recommendations for both the short term and long term

were the Cedarburg Pool, the Mequon Pool, the Elm Grove Pool, and

future of the pool, as well as the reasoning we used to make those

the Hoyt Park Pool in Wauwatosa.

recommendations.
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Fox Point Demographics

F

ox Point Fox Point is a suburban village in Milwaukee County’s

than Whitefish Bay, Shorewood, and Wauwatosa, and it is significantly

North Shore area.

older than Milwaukee County. Median age was slightly younger in

It’s population as of 2015 was 6709.

Population in the village has steadily declined over the Fox

Point Pool’s lifetime, from 7939 in 1970 to 6701 in 2010. The American
Community Survey estimate, which takes a sample of the population
over five years, was 6709 for 2011-2015.

2000, at 43.5 years.
Average household size is 1.96 as of 2015. This is a significant change
from 2000, when it was 2.39, but it is very similar to the other North
Shore villages and the comparison pool municipalities. Household
size in comparison cities as of 2015 ranged from 1.86 in Wauwatosa
to 2.07 in Elm Grove. Average household size in Milwaukee County
overall was 1.95.
Median Household Income in Fox Point was $107,466 as of 2015.
It had the second highest median income of all the comparable
municipalities, behind only Elm Grove. Glendale had the lowest
median income at $61,296. Median income in Milwaukee County
overall is $43,385.

The following is a series of comparisons for Fox Point and the
surrounding North Shore villages, as well as the other municipalities
whose pools we studied, along with Milwaukee County as a whole.
All of the data is from the American Community Survey 2011-2015
estimates.
Median Age in Fox Point is 45.7 years. This is similar to Bayside,
Glendale, Elm Grove, Cedarburg, and Mequon. It is somewhat older
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Background of Fox Point Community Pool

S

ituated on the shores of Lake Michigan, the Village of Fox Point

of housing options, proximity to downtown Milwaukee, proactive

consists of only 2.8 square miles of land. Since its incorporation

village services, and recreational spaces. Fox Point retains a reputation

in 1926, the municipality has transformed into a picturesque

as being a great place to raise a family due to the high performing

suburban community known for its residential character. Beautiful
views of Lake Michigan, a dense urban forest, and stunning ravines
have provided residents with a sense of balance between nature and
city amenities. A high quality of life is established through a range

Fox Point-Bayside and Maple Dale-Indian Creek school districts.
As a method of fostering civic pride and spirit, the Village of Fox Point
opened its municipal pool in the summer of 1968. Since its opening,
the public pool has served the community as a central gathering
place for families to recreate and socialize each summer. The public
pool is viewed as a valuable resource for attracting younger families
to the north shore community. As the pool is approaching its 50th
anniversary, the facility has fallen into disrepair. The community,
village staff, and elected officials have expressed concerns about the
long-term sustainability of the public pool.
Since the fall of 2016, the village has been in the early stages of a
planning process to further research the future of the Fox Point
pool. The following content in this report contains information on
membership structure, programming, financial analysis, existing
conditions, research of precedent pools, exploration of feasible
alternatives, and widespread public outreach. After extensive
research and analysis with village residents and staff, we have
provided a final set of short term and long term recommendations
addressing the future of the Fox Point pool.

Source: Google Earth
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Public Amenity
The municipal pool remains one of Fox Point’s greatest public
amenities during the summer operating season. The facility offers
residents with a diversity of programs and events, which bring families
together in a fun and safe environment. Other village amenities
include tennis courts, soccer fields, baseball diamonds, playgrounds,
nature trails, and an ice skating rink. The loss of a public pool would
create a void during the summer that is not matched by these other
public facilities. Given its long-standing history, members have years
of memories and sentimental value for the pool. The public pool
serves the village’s goal of enhancing residential quality of life and

Source: APW Project Team

offering high quality amenities, which preserves a community that is

Sense of Community

attractive and desirable.

The municipal pool aides Fox Point in creating a downtown village
center. Santa Monica Boulevard serves as the major north/south
corridor through the center of the community, with proximity to
residential, institutional, and commercial land uses. A civic center
is established with the location of Village Hall, Police Department,
Department of Public Works, and the public pool all adjacent to one
another on North Santa Monica Boulevard.
During summer months, the municipal pool serves as a central
gathering place for residents to socialize. Neighbors that might
not otherwise interact are bonded together through their shared
enjoyment of the amenities that the pool offers. Swim lessons, swim
team, water ballet, and other programs encourage residents of all
ages to interact at the quaint public facility. The loss of a municipal
pool can have serious implications on the sense of place and
community within the village. Investing in the future of the public
pool will enhance the quality of life for Fox Point residents and serve
as a source of civic pride for generations to come.

Source: APW Project Team
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Memberships

Finances

Membership rates have declined steadily over the past several

Pool finances are closely tied to memberships. Most of the

decades along with the decline in the Fox Point and North Shore

pool’s revenue comes through membership fees, and most of

population, and along with the aging of the pool. Since the village

the rest comes through use fees such as fees for swim lessons.

purchased a point of sale software system for the pool in 2014 it has

Ideally the pool would also generate some revenue through

been possible to track the demographics of pool members. As of 2016

concessions sales, either by operating the concession stand

the pool had 276 family memberships, 29 single adult memberships,

or by renting it to a third party vendor, but the outdated

and 37 single child memberships, 342 total. 215, or 61% were from

concession stand space currently makes that impossible. The

Fox Point. 78, or 22% were from Whitefish Bay. Bayside, Shorewood,

reduced membership numbers the pool has experienced

and Glendale also had about ten members each, and several other

over the past several years, particularly the reduction in non-

municipalities had one to five members each. The 2016 numbers are

resident memberships, have led to a significant loss of revenue.

a small rebound from 2015, when only 190 Fox Point families and 165

The pool has also been able to reduce operating expenses

non-resident families were members. Most of the increase came from

significantly during that time due to better management

Fox Point residents. Non-resident memberships were still well below

practices, but because revenues have fallen at the same time

their 2014 rate, when 180 families participated. Daily fees were up

the village subsidy of the pool is still necessary.

last year as well, exceeding the target the village set for them.

Since 2011 the village has spent an average of $80,000
per year from its general fund to subsidize the pool. The
expenditures have ranged from a high of $110,000 in 2011 to
a low of $35,000 in 2015. Pool revenues have covered about
78% of expenditures during that time, with the village subsidy
covering the rest. Village staff believes pool management is as
efficient as it can get and it is unlikely that it will be possible
to reduce operating expenses much further. Capital costs are
unpredictable, but they will most likely continue to rise in the
future. Village staff has focused on trying to grow membership
numbers, particularly non-resident memberships, in order to
increase revenues and hopefully reduce the necessary subsidy.

Source: Bill Wojtanowski
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Existing Conditions
The Fox Point Pool has served the community well for almost fifty
years. However, over the past several decades the pool has also
aged significantly. Today the pool house, the pool itself, and the
support facilities are not up to modern standards. The pool is not
fully accessible for users with disabilities, it does not meet the
expectations of modern customers, and several potentially major
safety and liability issues exist. Essential pool equipment such as
the water drainage system has been kept working through creative
engineering. Several other facilities have reached the end of their
lifespans and could break at any time, requiring expensive repairs.
Fox Point Department of Public Works staff work hard to maintain
the pool every year. They fix equipment where they can, and make
cosmetic repairs such as paint jobs before each season. These repairs
give the impression that the pool is in better shape than it is, making
it difficult for some pool users to understand the urgency of some of
its needs.
Source: APW Project Team
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Source: APW Project Team

Source: APW Project Team

The Village contracted with Barrientos Engineering in 2007 to assess

It estimated that Option C could be completed in eight months, but

the physical state of the pool. Barrientos found eighteen code

recommended doing it in several phases to minimize the amount

violations, as well as major problems with accessibility, food service

of necessary downtime. It estimated that Option D would take

in the concession area, and safety for maintenance workers. It noted

twelve months to complete and noted that an indoor facility could

that regular maintenance had prevented physical obsolescence

provide additional amenities to the community, including year round

in the pool itself, meaning that pool facilities were not cracked or

service. The study ultimately recommended Option B. It noted in its

broken and did not violate codes in a way that prevented operation.

recommendation that building costs typically represent only eleven

However, it stated that much of the facility, particularly the pool

percent of the operational costs over the lifetime of a pool facility

house building, is functionally obsolete. This means it does not live

and that it might be possible to completely recover the cost of a new

up to contemporary expectations for a public pool facility. The study

facility through energy efficiency and reduced maintenance costs.

estimated that the Sanitary Drainage System, the Storm Drainage
System, The Water Supply System, and the Plumbing Fixtures had
eleven years of useful life remaining. It estimated that some of the
other equipment, such as the HVAC exhaust fans, and the drinking
fountains, had even less lifespan remaining.
Some improvements have been made in the ten years since the
Barrientos Study was completed. The most obsolete equipment has
been replaced, and the most significant accessibility issues and code

Source: Barrientos Design/APW Project Team

violations have been addressed. However, it may not be possible
to make major repairs to either the pool itself or the pool building

This table shows the study’s cost estimates for each of its alternatives,

without addressing all of the code violations. The study evaluated

plus adjustments for inflation using the US Consumer Price Index.

several options for the future of the pool, including addressing only

The inflation adjusted estimates should not necessarily be considered

the required code violations (Option A), demolishing the pool building

reliable estimates of actual costs to rebuild the pool in 2017. Instead

and rebuilding it (Option B), building a completely new outdoor pool

they should be used as a general ballpark figure to get an idea of

(Option C), and building a new indoor pool (Option D). It noted that

possible costs. Public expectations for amenities at a new pool may

addressing only code violations would do nothing to fix the problem

have changed since 2007, and costs of pool construction do not

of functional obsolescence. For Option B, it recommended that the

change at the same rates as overall consumer costs. Because of this,

new building be 25% larger to accommodate the current needs. It

the actual cost of each option is likely to be higher than the upper

estimated that Option B could be completed in seven months.

end estimate from the Barrientos study.
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Bill Wojtanowski, the Fox Point Assistant DPW director, walked
through the facility with members of this study team on February 27,

Conditions Summary

2017. A summary of his assessment of the current conditions at the

Source: Bill Wojtanowski, Fox Point DPW Assistant Director, 2/27/2017

pool is below. If the village decides it wants to continue operating

Positives:

a public pool he recommends that it be completely rebuilt as soon
as possible. He believes that he and the rest of the DPW staff could
keep the pool operating indefinitely if necessary by making the

•Water quality is very good, as good as or better than other public
pools.

same sort of temporary repairs they have been doing for the past

•Bathrooms and showers have been updated and are in compliance

decade, but those repairs will become more and more expensive

with ADA standards.

and the pool will become more obsolete as time goes by. He and

•Fence heights were raised and gates were improved to bring them

some other experienced members of the DPW staff are relatively

into ADA compliance several years ago as part of a repaving project

close to retirement. When he does retire he will take thirty-plus

that improved the concrete floors in section of the pool area.

years of institutional knowledge with him. It is not certain that his
replacement will be willing or able to maintain the facility in the same
way he has done.

•The drainage system on the kiddie pool has been upgraded to
repair existing leaks, to bring it into code compliance, to make it
independent from the main pool, and to prevent the possibility of
suction related injuries or deaths.
•The pool looks very nice during the season. Fox Point residents and
other pool users are impressed by it
---------------------------------------------------------------

Negatives:
•Parking lot asphalt is crumbling and needs to be resurfaced. The lot
does not have enough parking spots for traffic levels during swim
meets, so visitors are required to park on Santa Monic Blvd. Bike
parking is not used as much as it used to be.
•The pool building does not have enough space for lifeguards and
pool staff. Changing and equipment storage rooms also contain
electrical and mechanical equipment, back walls of restroom stalls,
etc. One of the lifeguard rooms will contain the concession stand
Source: APW Project Team
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mop sink as of next season.

•The pool facility has no adequate space for first aid. The first aid
station is set up out in the open in the entrance area.
•The concession stand is not up to current code and doesn’t have any
space to expand. The North Shore Health Department has allowed it
to continue operating, for now, due to grandfathering. This limits the
use to operations like Ms. Cupcake which do not generate revenue.
•The facility lacks equipment storage space. Much of the equipment
and furniture is stored outside in the entrance area over the winter,
which increases wear and tear.
•The electrical systems are out of date.

Most of the wiring is

underground or otherwise difficult to access, and much of it is decades
old. DPW staff is certain that it has corroded and shorts could happen
at any time. They decided to abandon outlets in the bathrooms and
on the outside of the building several years ago rather than dig up
the wires to replace them. The overhead pool lights are controlled by

Source: APW Project Team

a circuit breaker box only rather than an actual light switch.
•The water main under the building burst several years ago and had to
be replaced. The section under Santa Monica Blvd was not replaced
at that time. It is the original system and it could burst at any time. If
and when it does it will cause a major mess, which will inconvenience
both pool users and road users. Additionally the water service line
between the pavilion and filter pit is underground and has not been
updated.
•Despite recent work to improve some areas, concrete floors have
worn out in several places and are generally in poor condition.
The floors in the locker room areas are particularly rough, which is
uncomfortable and potentially dangerous for barefoot children. It
would most likely be extremely expensive to upgrade the concrete
throughout the whole facility.

Source: APW Project Team
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•Building walls in the locker room areas are cracked and deteriorating.

•The east wall of the pool is bowed out and there are some elevation

One of the locker dividers collapsed several years ago and had to be

changes occurring around the perimeter of the pool, which most

replaced. DPW repairs, tuck points and repaints the walls each year

likely indicate some structural issues with the existing aluminum

to hide the cracks and keep things in place.

pool wall. DPW would need to excavate to find out for sure. This

•The building roof is well past the usual lifespan for cedar shake. DPW
staff consider it a miracle that it hasn’t had significant leaks yet. It will
most likely need to be replaced soon.
•The water transfer system to and from a storage tank (which
holds water displaced by swimmers) had to be fixed years ago due
to corroded pipes. The new system uses PVC pipes, and works
reasonably well, but water reentry is at a less than ideal location.
•The kiddie pool doesn’t include a zero depth entry and is out of code
compliance for other reasons as well.
•Current code requires that a pool as big as the Fox Point pool have
two handicap access points. The Fox Point pool includes only one-a
removable lift chair. The lift chair is placed in one of the swimming
lanes, so it has to be removed during meets. The hydraulic control
system is powered by an exposed tube which runs along the
deck of the pool about twenty feet to the pumping station. Code
recommends that hydraulic tubes be exposed for a maximum of less
than two feet.
•The diving well fails to reach the required depth, and it is tapered so
the depth in much of the area is significantly lower than it should be.
This made repairing or replacing the diving board very difficult, as
several pool equipment companies refused the work due to liability
concerns. As it is, DPW and Pool staff decided to remove the threemeter board, and adjusted the remaining one-meter board to reduce
its springiness. This lowers the injury risk, but it is not ideal for diving
competitions.
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would be a large and costly repair and could uncover other issues
requiring attention.
•The filtration system is difficult and dangerous to access. It is in an
underground storage area only reachable by ladders. One of the
ladders goes down next to a large storm sewer drainage system.
DPW does not allow lifeguards or other pool staff to do anything with
the filters. If something breaks over the weekend they are told to call
DPW staff.
•Acid and other chemicals run through the storage room in overhead
pipes, which would be extremely dangerous for maintenance staff if
they broke and could potentially drain into the storm sewer.
•The second entrance to the filter storage area is through the floor
of a pool equipment shed. It is a long drop and could be extremely
dangerous.

DPW maintenance staff only uses it for moving

equipment in and out of the area at the beginning and end of the
season. Lifeguards are told not to open the door to it under any
circumstances. DPW plans to add a lock to ensure safety before this
coming season.
•Aspects of the pool facility that are out of code have been
grandfathered in, allowing the pool to operate without upgrading
them. However, any major remodeling or repair might necessitate
addressing some or all of the previously grandfathered code issues.
Public Works staff has kept the facility safe and available for continued
usage but it is becoming increasingly difficult to continue operation
without performing major upgrades to the entire pool and pool

Problem Statement
After serving the community for 50 years, the Village
of Fox Point’s public pool will need to undergo major
restoration, reconstruction, or be decommissioned.
Addressing financing, programming, and maintenance
are crucial in order for the swimming pool to remain
a vibrant municipal amenity. The future of the public
pool should enhance the quality of life, provide a costeffective solution, and promote community pride.

Source: APW Project Team

Source: Bill Wojtanowski

Source: APW Project Team
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Precedent Pools

U

pon completing an inventory of community pools in the
Greater Milwaukee area and with the help of Village staff
and the Pool Committee, we identified several community

pools that served as case studies for this report; Hoyt Park Pool in
Wauwatosa, Village of Elm Grove Pool, Cedarburg Pool and Mequon
Pool.
The precedent pools were selected based on the time of construction
of the pool, be it old or new, community size, pool features and
amenities, programming and unique characteristics, such as a beer
garden or mobile snack bar.
Hoyt Park Pool is the newest pool of any that we identified. This
pool served as a base line for the high end of our cost analysis and
highlighted amenities available at a water park type pool. Elm
Grove was selected based on Village feedback and community size.
It is the most closely related pool to the Village of Fox Point as it
is simplistic in nature, and is a community amenity rather than an
attraction.
The Village of Mequon and Cedarburg Pools were selected
based on year of construction, community size and unique pool
characteristics. Cedarburg relies on private philanthropy through
sponsorships, and Mequon is a SuperPass pool participant that
allows residents to attend other community pools at a low cost.
Source: Arlington Heights Park District
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Hoyt Park Pool

Elm Grove Pool

Meqon Community Pool

Cedarburg Community Pool
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Hoyt Park Pool - Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Beer Garden

Population: 47,134
Site: 19.9 acres
Operational: 1939-2003
Rebuilt: 2011

Year Round Rental Space
Slides & Water Toys
Lessons and Classes

T

he Milwaukee County Parks system developed Hoyt Park as one of its first
major projects In the first half of the twentieth century. In 1937, Milwaukee
County and the Civilian Conservation Corps began work on the construction

of the Hoyt Park pool. The pool opened two years later in 1939, and maintained the
highest attendance among all county pools for more than 60 years.
Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool
In 2003, Milwaukee County closed the Hoyt Park pool because severe structural
problems made continued operation prohibitively expensive. The Friends of Hoyt

A community celebration was held on June 19, 2010 at the pool

Park & Pool (FOHPP), a privately funded nonprofit organization, was founded in 2006

site. The new family pool debuted Memorial Day weekend 2011.

and grew out of a Neighborhood Association Council meeting in October 2005. Its

In addition to the new pool facility, the grand hall was updated

vision is to bring the swimming tradition back to Hoyt Park. The group raised $7.9

into a year round rental space and beer garden during the summer

million over a three year period to fund the pools construction.

months. The hall is a popular spot for weddings, parties, family

In operational collaboration with the Milwaukee County Parks Department, FOHPP

gatherings and watching Wisconsin sporting events.

intended to construct a financially self-sustaining pool designed to meet community

Hoyt Generates most its revenue stream from the beer garden, rental

needs. FOHPP entered into a 55-year lease with Milwaukee County in March 2010.

space and memberships. These revenue sources, as well as private

The Wauwatosa Common Council approved a Conditional Use application that same

philanthropy from private donations and business sponsorships

month to operate a pool, bathhouse, and concessions at 1800 Swan Boulevard.

continue to make Hoyt a successful community pool, attracting
people from Wauwatosa and communities alike.
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Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool

Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool

Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool
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Village of Elm Grove Pool - Elm Grove, Wisconsin
Population: 5,949

Lessons and Classes

Site: 78 acres
Built: 1961
Renovated: 1988

Lap Swim
Slides & Playground
Concessions

T

he original Village of Elm Grove pool was constructed in 1961. The
pool underwent major renovations in 1988 to improve the facility,
pool structure and programmatic offerings. Nearly 30 years after the

last renovations, the pool was deemed to be in “good” operating condition, as
reported in the 2015 Park and Open Space Plan for the Village.
While the pool may be in good condition, improvements can always be made
to make the pool an accessible, profitable and vibrant space.
The Village of Elm Grove Pool and Fox Point Pool share many similarities; the
layout of the pool, age, amenities and community size. In conjunction with a
random survey as part of the Parks and Open Space Plan, various focus groups
were conducted over the course of the summer months. The results were
compiled and taken into consideration in the final planning stages.
The community identified five key additions to the pool: expansion of the pool,
the addition of a splash pad, updated locker rooms, more shaded areas and
a high dive. The Village board also investigated the need to add additional
accessible entrances to the pool, either zero depth entry or the addition of a
second chair lift.

17

Source: Village of Elm Grove Pool
The restoration option was identified as the more feasible option,
compared to a full rebuild. The rebuild option has proved to have been
a cost effective option, extending the life of the pool, and allowing for
new programming and pool amenities to be added.
The Village of Elm Grove is looking to add a Splash Pad to the existing
pool facility in 2017/2018 depending on funding. The project is
expected to cost $234,000. As of early 2017, the project was on track
to be completed on schedule.
The simplistic pool design is favored by Elm Grove residents. The new
splash pad will draw a younger demographic and potentially more
families, and may boost attendance and membership.

Source: Village of Elm Grove Pool

Source: Village of Elm Grove Pool
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Meqon Community Pool - Meqon, Wisconsin
Population: 23,334

Zero Depth Entry
Diving Boards

Site: 16 acres
Built: 1980’s

Mobile Snack Bar

T

he Mequon pool was constructed in the 1980’s. It’s not as fancy
as the recently renovated River Club Pool, Nor does it have the
water spouts and slippery slides like the pool in Cedarburg.

The Mequon Community Pool does have convenience, low cost and
social cache. The pool is a simple, a community amenity, for residents
young and old to enjoy.
The Mequon Pool is actually two pools. The large main pool includes
a shallow and deep end, two diving boards, and a swimmer’s lane for
those who want a healthy cardio workout. In a separate enclosure, a

Source: City of Mequon

few feet away from the main pool, there is a zero-depth kid pool that
accommodates parents and their toddler swimmers.
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Mequon families benefit from the $100 Family Pass which covers all family

The pool is popular with families, and often fills up with children, but

members to age 18. Residents of Thiensville pay $135 for a family pass.

Adulti Swim time is availble as well. During certain times of the day,

There is an additional add on option of a SuperPass which can be used for

lifeguards will clear the pool of anyone under 18 and the pool is then

wadmission to several other communities pools in teh greater Milwaukee

reserved for adults. At other times it is strictly toddler swim.

area.

The Dive, a mobile snack bar just outside the pool entrance offers

The pool is open seven days a week, 12:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. from June to

snacks, icy drinks, and the popular ice cream. This concept is unique

late August, when most of the college-aged lifeguards head back to school.

to the Mequon pool. Picnic tables just outside the pool provide a

Like most community pools, Mequon struggles to find staff that can keep

place for adult and kids to relax and enjoy their snacks. The mobile

the pool open until Labor Day, a typical closing time of other community

snack bar is operated by an outside vendor.

pools.

Source: City of Mequon

Source: City of Mequon
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Cedarburg Community Pool - Cedarburg, Wisconsin
Population: 5,949
Site: 23 acres
Built: 1996

Water Slides
Zero Depth Entry
Sponsorships

T

he Cedarburg Community Pool is located in Centennial Park, a 23
acre park in the north-central section of the city. The pool was
constructed in 1996 and features a large swimming pool, wading

pool, slides, diving boards, and shower/changing room/restroom
building. The park also features two lighted sand volleyball courts,
paved parking lots, a gazebo, a sledding hill, a fitness trail, walking
paths, fishing lagoons, picnic areas, and a comfort station (restrooms
and drinking fountain). Wetlands and two lagoons comprise the natural
features in the park.
Centennial Park is the city’s most popular park, and receives heavy
seasonal use. In particular, the aquatic center, children’s play structures,
and picnic areas are used extensively by city residents in the summer
months. The sledding hill receives heavy use in the winter.
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Source: City of Cedarburg
Residents can sponsor pool equipment ranging from first aid kits to life
guard chairs, to picnic gazebos. Some items are on a per year basis,
whereas other items are more permanent. More permanent items
include a commemorative plaque with donor recognition. People who
donate cash or seasonal items get their name on a donor wall in the
community pool building. This system keeps the pool up to date and

The 2010 Park and Open Space Plan for the City of Cedarburg assessed

provides a cost savings for the community and allows for investment in

the condition of the pool and rated it as being in “good” condition.

other aspects of the pool such as facility improvements, maintenance.

In addition to the typical revenue streams (daily admission,

The Cedarburg pool features zero depth entry, a giant water slide, diving

memberships, rentals, concessions) the City of Cedarburg also relies on

board, rentable sun shades, lessons and classes and a concession stand

sponsorships for facility improvements and new equipment.

that is operated by the City Parks & Recreation department.

Source: City of Cedarburg

Source: City of Cedarburg
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Alternatives
Three distinct alternatives were derived for the future of the Fox Point Pool; 1. Retain, Restore, Reprogram, 2. Raze and Repurpose, or 3. Reconstruction.
Retain, Restore, Reprogram builds on the existing pool infrastructure by restoring the pool in its current location and focusing on reprogramming. Short
term strategies for success also accompany this alternative to bolster membership and lessen the burden on the tax levy; a website and social media
presence, repairs and general maintenance, concession stand and programming.
Raze and Repurpose focuses on redevelopment options fo the pool site if it is deemed the community does not want a pool there. The current site is
located on a commercial corridor and could be developed for housing, a park, or some other kind of commercial development.
Reconstruction investigates a full reconstruction of the pool, whether it be on the existing site, or one of several sites identified by Village Staff. The
selected sites are all Village owned and do not need to be acquired at an additional cost. Alternative sites could lead to a larger pool footprint, additional
amenities or better parking.
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Source: Splash Pool Services

Source: DCI Demolition

Retain, Restore, Reprogram

T

he Village of Fox Point is currently subsidizing the community

The Village of Fox Point should focus on restoring the existing facility.

pool at a cost of $70,000-100,000, a large portion of which is

Replacing the outdated pool liner, renovating the locker room

going towards maintenance. While the pool is currently losing

facilities, updating the concession stand and replacing outdated

memberships, it can be restored to a community asset once again,

mechanics. Restoring the existing pool could be more cost effective

with the addition of new programs and revised operating practices.

than building an entirely new facility. Additional pool amenities

The Village of Elm Grove was able to implement a similar practice at

could be added as well such as a splash pad, sun shades, interactive

their community pool, a practice which has kept the pool in good

water toys or even new furniture. The restoration of the facility could

condition after nearly 50 years in operation.

take place entirely in the off season as to not impact pool operations.
A renewed facility will draw new residents and users throughout the
north shore Milwaukee suburbs.
An updated facility will draw new members and daily users, however,
if the pool hopes to rely less on the tax levy and eventually turn a
profit, new programming elements will need to be added. Three
types of programs should be added to the Fox Point pool; recreation
programs, special events, and concessions.
The Village of Fox Point has comprehensive recreational programming
offerings ranging from swim lessons, swim team, water ballet, and
open swim. To remain competitive with other pools in the greater
Milwaukee area, additional programming needs to be added. These
additional rec programs could include water basketball, synchronized
swimming, water polo, or toddler swim. These programs are not
offered at most surrounding pools and would draw added users,
increasing revenue and creating a sustainable pool.

Source: APW Project Team
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Membership
Based on a comparison of community pools membership fees, Fox Point
has a higher average fee for both residents and non-residents. The
average resident membership fee for residents across community pools
is $161, and the resident membership fee for Fox Point is $180. For nonresidents the average membership fee is $232. Fox Points non-resident
membership fees are $360 and is the highest non-resident membership
fee amongst comparable pools.
The membership fees need to ultimately be adjusted or lowered to be
more competitive.

Source: Synergy Waterslides

Advertising
The current pool does not have a website or Facebook page, and Village
residents must rely strictly on the Village website for updates. A Facebook
page would be an inexpensive way to advertise the pool and post pool
updates for the community. A website created with WIX or with the help
of UW-Milwaukee students could also help to raise awareness of the pool
in a cost effective manner.

Restoration
Restoration, similar to what the Village of Elm Grove did to their community
pool in 1988, was identified as a potential cost saving measure instead of
a full reconstruction. However, based on feedback from the Barrientos
Engineering study and the Department of Public Works, it is most likely
too late for reconstruction and the pool needs to be fully rebuilt.
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Source: Synergy Waterslides

Programming
The Village of Fox Point has comprehensive recreational programming
offerings ranging from swim lessons, swim team, water ballet, and open
swim. To remain competitive with other pools in the greater Milwaukee
area, additional programming needs to be added. These additional rec
programs could include water basketball, synchronized swimming, water
polo, or toddler swim. These programs are not offered at most surrounding pools and would draw added users, increasing revenue and creating
a sustainable pool.
In addition to recreational programming, rentals and special events must
also be addressed. The current rental model is unsustainable and does
not generate the funds to staff the pool and generate a profit. The price
model must be adjusted accordingly and can include corporate events
and community parties. The current pool does not capitalize on birthday
party rentals, a staple of surrounding pools in the area. Birthday party
offerings are limited to normal pool hours and limit additional staff time,
keeping prices low. Dog swim could also be an added benefit of members on the last operating day of the pool to capture dog owners.

Source:: CT Post

Concession Stand
The last programming element is the concession stand. After the original
concession stand mismanagement and a public outcry over the vending
machines that replaced it, Miss Cupcake operates the new stand. An improvement over previous operations, the Village does not charge Miss
Cupcake to rent the space, nor do they collect any sort of royalty from
sales. The Village should look at renting the space to either Miss Cupcake or a privatized company, taking over operations with an independent manager and potentially revamping the menu options. Concession
stands are a major revenue source for pools, movie theaters and recreation and entertainment venues alike. Not capitalizing on concession revenue is an opportunity lost on the tax payers.
Source:: Perth City Swim Club
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Raze and Repurpose

T

he pool’s useful lifespan is quickly coming to an end. There
is no definite date at which the facility will not be legally able
to continue to function, but it is steadily becoming more

difficult to maintain. Fewer families use the pool every year and that
is unlikely to change. Rather than continuing to subsidize partial,
temporary fixes, or spending millions of dollars building a completely
new pool facility The Village could demolish the pool and either sell
the land for development or reuse it for another public amenity.
If the village decides to sell the land for redevelopment, it can either
break it up into residential parcels, keep it as a single parcel for multifamily residential development, or sell it as a commercial property.
Residential lots on Santa Monica Blvd near the pool are generally
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Source: APW Project Team

between a quarter acre and a half acre. A summary of the publicly

The village could also choose to sell the land as a multi-family

available village GIS info for the area determined that homes have

development. Developers have noted a significant market in the

assessed values of between $200,000 and $400,000, and lot values

North Shore area for apartments or condominiums designed for

are generally between $80,000 and $120,000. Newly developed

empty-nesters looking to downsize. The Fox Point-Bayside school

homes could be more valuable, and could have higher property tax

district recently sold the Dunwood School property to the Mandel

assessments. On the other hand, the active railroad track at the rear

Group for an undisclosed price. The Mandel Group plans to build

of the property may make it less desirable as a residential property,

apartment buildings on the site. Multi-family residences have also

which would reduce the value. The pool is is located on about three

been built recently near the Good Hope Road I-43 exit and at other

acres of land. Based on lot sizes and land value, it is possible that the

locations in Glendale and Whitefish Bay. However, some of these

property could be sold as undeveloped residential lots for between

developments are controversial, particularly the Dunwood School

$1 million and $1.5 million. This may or may not be enough to

site. Fox Point residents have expressed fears that multi-family

cover the cost of demolishing the pool, dividing the properties, and

housing might change the character of the neighborhood in a way

connecting the new parcels to utilities.

they oppose.

A third option is to sell it as a commercial property. This would fit with
the character of that side of Santa Monica Boulevard, and could bring
a significant increase in tax revenues. However, it might be difficult to
find a developer willing to build commercial retail or offices on the site.
Developers generally prefer higher density, higher traffic, or larger lots
for new construction. Neighborhood retail establishments like the ones
that currently exist near the pool, which include a bike shop, a tailor,
and a yoga studio, will not be able to pay high enough rents to cover
the cost of building there. A new commercial development would need
to draw customers or tenants in from outside the area, and may change
the character of the neighborhood in the same way that residents fear
residential development would.
The village could also decide to continue using the property for a public
purpose. Some of the village service buildings, including the village hall,
are relatively old, so it might be beneficial to consider rebuilding them
on the pool property. Doing this would allow operations to continue at

Source: APW Project Team

their current sites during construction, but would also avoid removing
private property from the tax rolls.
A more likely public reuse is as a neighborhood park. A park would
retain a similar use to the pool, at a significantly reduced cost. The village
currently has several municipal parks. Doctor’s Park, which is operated
by Milwaukee County, is located within the village. That means there
is most likely not much of a need for conventional park features, but
unconventional options might be successful. This could include a lower
cost, pool-like facility such as a splash pad. Many other municipalities
have chosen this option to reduce costs while maintaining some of the
public benefit.. A splash pad wouldn’t allow for organized activities like
swimming lessons or water ballet, and wouldn’t provide employment for
teenagers in the village, but it would retain most of the other community
benefits of a public pool, at a fraction of the cost of rebuilding.
Source: Bill Wojtanowski
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Reconstruction

E

nhancing Fox Point’s vibrant community amenity can be
achieved through the reconstruction of the public pool. The
facility plays a vital role in establishing a sense of community

pride, as residents gather to socialize and recreate in the public
facility each summer. Reconstructing the pool provides a solution
towards preserving the pubic amenity for future generations, while
addressing the pool’s deteriorating conditions. Erecting a new pool
offers the Village of Fox Point new opportunities to enhance the
quality of life, provide a cost-effective solution, and promote civic

Site Selection

pride. Building a new public pool provides north shore residents with

Collaboration with village staff, elected officials, and the pool

a diversity of options for site location, layout, services, and design

advisory board have resulted in five potential properties where a new

improvements.

pool could be constructed. The existing site, Stormonth City Park,
Longacre Park, the former Dunwood School property, and Indian
Creek have been identified as feasible locations for a new pool facility.
Factors such as property size, zoning, neighborhood connectivity,
and community input will determine the most appropriate site
for the construction of a new public pool. The ideal location will
establish a sense of place without disturbing surrounding land uses.
The community amenity should retain the residential character of
surrounding neighborhoods and promote a great quality of life for
village residents. In addition, the pool advisory board recommends
that the reconstruction of a new facility not require the existing pool
to close for a summer. The ideal site will be determined based on
feasibility and shared public support. A public participation meeting
enables taxpayers to voice recommendations on a preferred site.
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Source: Legoland Florida Waterpark

Existing Site
7200 North Santa Monica Boulevard
3.01 Acres

Stormonth City Park Site
7343 North Longacre Road
4.19 Acres

Longacre Park Site
7343 North Longacre Road
3.85 Acres

Dunwood School Site
217 West Dunwood Road
11.56 Acres

Indian Hills Site
7343 North Longacre Road
7.95 Acres

Source: Village GIS
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Existing Site
Site: 3.01 acres
Owner: Village of Fox Point
Zoning: F District - Municipal
Neighboring Uses: Instutitional, Residential, Retail
Current Site Features: Pool, Bath House, Playground, Parking

T

he municipal pool has been operating on North Santa Monica

The results of the Barrientos Study indicated that the useful life of

Boulevard since 1968. Despite the deteriorating pool facility,

the pool will deteriorate during the summer of 2018, indicating

the site can still be repurposed and improved to allow for the

the replacement of the existing pool, bath house, and mechanical

reconstruction of an updated pool and bath house. Building on the

infrastructure. The reconstruction of the public pool on this property

existing site will not require purchasing private property since the land

can be completed during the off seasons to avoid canceling summer

is owned by the Village of Fox Point. The community can retain the

programs. Pool closures can be avoided by phasing redevelopment

three acre parcel as an amenity and gathering space for residents.

of the existing site over several years. For instance, the bath house

A new pool at the current site will maintain the existing character of the

can be rebuilt over one off season, followed by the reconstruction of

neighborhood. The property is identified as an ‘Institutional’ parcel in

a new pool during the following year. The benefits of rebuilding on

the village’s comprehensive plan. Surrounding land uses include single

the existing site include its continuity with neighboring land uses,

family residential to the east and west, the Department of Public Works

centralized location within Fox Point, no land acquisition costs, and

directly north, and the North Shore Bank south of the pool. In addition,

ability to be phased during reconstruction.

a Union Pacific railroad line runs along the eastern boundary of the
public amenity. Aside from the municipal pool, the location features a
playground and parking lot that can be incorporated into the design
of the new facility. Traffic patterns along North Santa Monica Boulevard
will remain similar to its current condition, with peak pool activity
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occurring during summer afternoons and evenings.
Source: APW Project Team

Stormonth Park
Site: 4.74 acres
Owner: Village of Fox Point
Zoning: F District - Municipal
Neighboring Uses: Recreation Area
Current Site Features: Soccer Fields, Tennis Courts, Playground

S

ituated west of Fox Point Village Hall, south of Stormonth

“The parking lot at Stormonth Park was recently reconstructed (2015) and,

School, and surrounded by single-family residential homes,

as part of the reconstruction, a bio-infiltration (bioswale) and, as part of a

the public park offers another option for the reconstruction

green infrastructure initiative with the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage

of a new public pool facility. Stormonth City Park is larger than the

District (MMSD). The bioswale assists the Village with its stormwater quality

existing pool property, with a total of 4.19 acres of greenspace. The

and quantity requirements under its NR216 permit with the Department of

village owned parcel currently contains four tennis courts, a soccer

Natural Resources (DNR) and, under the funding agreement with MMSD for

field, playground, and a parking lot. Building a pool structure on this

the bioswale, the Village granted MMSD a 10-year conservation easement

site requires removing the soccer field to enable the layout of a new

ensuring that the bioswale would continue to function until at least 2025.

bath house and pool deck. A pool facility at Stormonth Park could

If any construction were to occur on the Stormonth Park area, every effort

offer patrons a country club vibe due to the preservation of the tennis

would need to be undertaken to avoid any impacts to the bioswale.”

courts and the playground. Pool programming could be expanded to
include tennis lessons or children’s camps that incorporate other site
amenities. The new facility will require the existing on-site parking lot
to expand to accommodate the increased demand for automobiles

– Scott Brandmeier, Director of Public Works
While the site is still a feasible option for redevelopment, these constraints
make Stormonth Park a less practical location for a new public pool. The

and flow of traffic.

agreement with MMSD to preserve the recently built bioswale can create

Several challenges surfaced after discussions with village staff about

infrastructure. Given this complication, another alternative site should be

the feasibility of Stormonth Park housing a new public pool.

further explored for the construction of a new public pool facility.

additional project costs with the removal and replacement of the green
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Longacre Park
Site: 3.85 acres
Owner: Village of Fox Point
Zoning: F District - Municipal
Neighboring Uses: Recreation Area
Current Site Features: Skating Pavilion

L

ocated directly north of Stormonth Elementary School, the

Utilizing Longacre Park for a new pool structure enables the

3.85 acre parcel currently serves the community as green

existing pool to remain open during construction. In addition, the

space. Longacre Park is centrally located within Fox Point and is

existing site can be repurposed to serve as another public amenity

surrounded by a public school and single-family residential homes.

or be used to finance pool construction by selling the real estate for

Situated in the middle of a quiet north shore neighborhood, the park

development. The existing pool property can be used to generate

receives the most use during the winter months when the green space

tax base in the form of residential housing or commercial land uses.

is converted into an ice skating rink. The skating pavilion serves as a

A limitation for constructing a new pool facility at Longacre Park is

popular community gathering space for families during the winter

the disruption that a high intensity public amenity will cause during

months. Constructing a new facility at the village owned park requires

summer operation. The traditionally quiet residential neighborhood

removing this seasonal amenity. However, if the community deems

may oppose a land use that generates increased noise and traffic

this site to be highly desirable for a new pool facility, the ice skating

in the community. However, aside from reconstructing the public

rink can be relocated to another village owned property. A benefit of

pool on the existing property, Longacre Park serves as the second

the alternative site is the option for shared parking with Stormonth

most feasible alternative location.

School. A pool’s peak traffic hours are during summer months when
the elementary school is least active. A shared parking agreement
could help mitigate on street parking and traffic congestion.
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Dunwood School
Site: 11.56 acres
Owner: Mandel Group, Inc.
Neighboring Uses: Instutitional, Retail Services,
Single Family Residential
Proposed Development: Luxury Apartments

P

reviously owned by the Fox Point-Bayside School District,

Despite its central location within the village, the Dunwood School site

the Dunwood School site was sold to The Mandel Group in

was never owned or controlled by Fox Point. Therefore, the communi-

May 2016. The 11.56 acre property had not housed school

ty is unable to develop the underutilized property to accommodate

programming since 1992, due to declining student enrollment. The

a new public pool facility. However, village staff have been working

neighborhood adjacent to the school site consists of institutional,

with The Mandel Group and HGA Architects and Engineers to design

commercial, and single-family residential uses. Due to years

and approve 105 luxury apartment units and an 80-resident senior

of neglect, the site is blighted with shuttered windows and

living facility. Due to the momentum of the developers and immense

deteriorating landscaping. Over recent years the building has been

amount of planning over the past two years, the Dunwood School

utilized for occasional private and non-profit events. Surrounding

property is not considered a viable location for the construction of a

land uses consist of St. Eugene’s Parish and School directly south,

new municipal school.

the Wisconsin Athletic Club and other professional office uses
to the west, and single-family homes to the north and east. Port
Washington Road is one of the primary commercial corridors within
the village and it services the Dunwood School property and two
apartment communities.
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Indian Hills
Site: 7.95 acres
Owner: Village of Fox Point
Neighboring Uses: Sungle Family Residential
Current Site Features: Baseball Field, Soccer Fields, Tennis
Courts, Playground, Parking Lot

T

he 7.95 acre site, located at the northwestern section of Fox Point,

flood retention areas. As part of the development, Fox Point is required

is surrounded by single family residential homes. Nearby land

to convey a flood easement to MMSD throughout the entire stretch

uses include Maple Dale Elementary School, Congregation Sinai,

of Indian Creek. Construction of a pool would be hampered by the

and River Point Village shopping center. The narrow property currently

flood easement and the location of the 100-year floodplain (which

features a baseball field, soccer fields, tennis courts, playground, and

is currently being remapped by DNR). Additionally, the playground

a small parking lot. The recreational park curves with the meandering

at Indian Creek was completed through donations from a number

of the Indian Creek. The only feasible location for a pool facility at this

of local residents and, given the donation made to the community,

site is the area where Spooner Street meets Indian Creek. Building in

those who contributed to the fundraising efforts to construct the

this area would require removing the existing playground and tennis

playground may request that the playground be relocated rather than

courts. Eliminating these two amenities would result in the community

removed.”

being underserved with tennis courts and a public playground.
Difficulties developing The Indian Creek site became ckear through
community outreach and village staff input. The following response
from the Department of Public Works describes some of the challenges
facing a potential pool at the Indian Creek Site.
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– Scott Brandmeier, Director of Public Works
While the feasibility of building a public pool structure at Indian
Creek is not out of consideration, the challenges of working around
flood easements, removing the playground and tennis courts, and
narrow width for development makes it difficult for development.

““The Indian Creek playground area also has a couple of constraining

This property contains additional costs beyond the typical building

factors that limit the possibility of development. In 2006 and 2007,

materials incurred in constructing a new public pool facility. Due to

MMSD reconstructed the Indian Creek area by removing the concrete

these reasons, it is recommended that the Village of Fox Point choose

lined channel, widening the channel bottom width and incorporating

another alternative site for the building of a new community amenity.

Timeline
Building a new public pool at one of the identified alternative sites can
be achieved without having to decommission the existing pool for a
season. However, if a new pool is established at the current location,
the construction can be phased to avoid pool closures. The bath house
and pool deck can be rebuilt during separate off seasons. The physical
construction of a new public pool facility can be achieved within a
calendar year. However, the planning, fundraising, and implementation
may require numerous years before work is performed on site.
Construction of the new Hoyt Pool commenced in the summer of 2010
and was completed by Memorial Day weekend in 2011. A strict schedule
and careful planning ensure that a new public facility can be operational
without having to close the existing pool for a summer. The Village of Fox

Source: APW Project Team

Point can estimate a similar timeline for construction as the precedent

Financing

pool in Wauwatosa. The planning process will assist the village in
identifying an optimal location, pool design amenities, and bath house
features. Building a new pool facility provides tremendous opportunities
for stakeholders to construct a community amenity that will increase
community pride and improve the quality of life for residents.

Stakeholders of the Fox Point public pool have numerous considerations
for the type, scale, and location for the reconstruction of a new pool
facility. Significant time and money are required in order to make the
vision of a new public pool a reality. While the community may desire a
high-end pool with state of the art amenities, budgetary constraints will
factor into the design of pool amenities. Financing the cost of construction
will require significant fundraising and investment from the village. The
future of the Fox Point pool may follow a similar development path as
Hoyt Pool in Wauwatosa, which was reconstructed in 2011. Fundraising
for the project began five years before the demolition of the old facility.
The Tosa Pool at Hoyt Park had a total project cost of $7.9 million, which
included a $1 million operations endowment, $1.5 million in start-up
and infrastructure cost, and $5.4 million to cover pool and bath house
design and construction costs. The Friends of Hoyt Park and Pool were
responsible for raising the private funds necessary to rebuild the pool. A
new Fox Point facility may require a similar funding strategy to cover the
project costs.

Source: APW Project Team
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Pool Design Improvements
Once the community and construction professionals reach a consensus
on the preferred location, Fox Point residents need to determine the types
of amenities included into the design of a new pool. The public can construct a facility similar in design to the existing pool, or expand the scope
of services by offering members additional amenities. The current facility
contains a quiet country club vibe, which features a kiddie pool and a
larger pool consisting of lanes for swimming laps and diving boards. If the
village desires a similar style and layout, then the new construction can
become an upgrade to the existing pool. The development of an updated
facility provides the community with an opportunity to expand, if new
pool amenities are desired. Precedent pools, such as Hoyt Pool in Wauwatosa, feature a zero-depth entry pool, waterslide, and a play structure.
A new site layout can also incorporate other amenities, such as a splash
pad, interactive water toys, geysers, or a separate diving well. However,
the site design for a new pool will need to accommodate the types of
programs and swim classes offered each summer. The planning process
can help identify key pool attractions that are feasible to implement and

Source: Vaquay Varina Splashpad

serves the public’s needs.
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Source: Wide Wallpapers

Source: Doheney’s Pool Supply

Facility Improvements
Much of the current facility is either outdated or does not meet required
standards for operation. The kichen space and the outdoor changing rooms
are two of the most important areas in the facility, and where much of the
focus shoulf be. A functional kitchen would provide a space for concessions
to be prepared and sold as well as an amenity for those that may rent the
space. A breakroom for pool staff and improved bathrooms with lockers
would also be of great benefit to staff and users.

Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool

Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool
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Evaluation of Alternatives

W

e have evaluated our alternatives based on several criteria

possible to implement the preferred alternative promptly, with a

that we believe reflect the goals of our project and of our

limited amount of disruption in the lives of Fox Point residents. The

clients at the Village of Fox Point. Our goal for the project

preferred alternative must avoid long service shutdowns, either for

was to provide Fox Point with a solution for the pool site that is cost

the pool, for its replacement or for other village amenities. Daily rates

effective, enhances quality of life for village residents, and promotes

were up last year as well, exceeding the target set for them.

community pride. Our evaluation criteria reflected those goals.

Finally, it must reflect the wishes of the residents of the Village of

First, the preferred alternative must provide a prompt solution to

Fox Point. This project will not be worth anything to the village if

the whole problem. It should not ignore tradeoffs or costs, and it

our recommendation is unpopular and unworkable. It can only be a

should not defer them into the future unless there is a reasonable

source of community pride if it is something the community actually

plan for how they will be addressed. It should not solve immediate

wants. The pool survey and the public meeting were designed to

issues with pool management while leaving the long term structural

determine as much as possible what Fox Point residents want for the

problems in place, or vice versa.

pool and the pool site. They are our primary method for determining

Our recommendation must make a reasonable prediction of any cost

whether our preferred alternative meets this criteria.

increases the village will incur as a result of adopting it. It should also
provide a strategy for how the village can pay for that increased cost.
The strategy, along with other specific recommendations, must be
based on evidence of practices that have worked in related situations
in the past, and on our observations of the current conditions in Fox
Point and at the pool site itself.
Second, the preferred alternative needs to leave the pool site and
the village in general in better shape than it is now. The benefits the
village will derive from adopting our alternative must be real and
tangible, and they must be available to all residents. It must also be
Source: Maplewood Community Pool
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Recommendation
We recommend that the Village of Fox Point rebuild both the pool and the
pool house structure as soon as possible. We believe the village should
reuse the existing pool site for the new pool, and that it should try to
complete the construction process in several phases during the offseason
to avoid closing the pool.

W

e recommend that the Village of Fox Point rebuild both

do not believe retaining the existing pool building is a viable option. In

the pool and the pool house structure as soon as possible.

2007 the Barrientos study recommended replacing the pool building

We believe the village should reuse the existing pool site

with a new structure that is 25% larger. It referred to the building as

for the new pool, and that it should try to complete the construction

“functionally obsolete,” and also noted that numerous mechanical

process in several phases during the offseason to avoid closing the

systems had eleven years or less remaining in their useful lifetimes.

pool. We recommend that the new pool be designed to serve as a

While the DPW has made some repairs where it could, the building’s

community amenity similar to the existing pool rather than as an

overall condition has worsened in the ten years since the study.

attraction to bring in visitors like the Hoyt Park pool or others. We
recommend that the village explore partnerships with Bayside and
Whitefish Bay at least, as well as potentially one or more of the other
North Shore villages as part of the funding strategy, and include
equalized membership fees for users from those villages as a result.
The fundraising strategy should also include a campaign to raise
funds through philanthropy, similar to the ones that paid for the Hoyt
Park pool and the rebuilt footbridge in Fox Point.

The pool itself has also deteriorated to the point that we don’t
believe the village should retain it. Bill Wojtanowski noted numerous
structural problems with the pool itself, any of which could become
extremely costly with very little notice. The bowing on the pool’s east
wall is particularly concerning, since it seems like it could indicate
fundamental structural damage to the pool. The pool is also now at or
close to functional obsolescence as the Barrientos Study described it.
Pool and Village staff have already had to constrain usage of the diving

Based on the findings of the Barrientos Engineering study and the

board due to liability and safety concerns related to the depth of the

strong opinions of Fox Point Department of Public Works staff, we

diving well, and they may need to eliminate it entirely at some point
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meeting provide fairly conclusive evidence that support for the pool is
either very broad among village residents, very deep, or both.
The village demographic indicators and the pool’s membership issues are
not insurmountable. Fox Point has a higher median age than Milwaukee
County as a whole, but it is not higher than other municipalities that have
successful pools. Median Income in Fox Point is much higher than it is in
the county overall, and is also significantly higher than median income in
Wauwatosa, which completed a very successful pool rebuilding project
recently. Median income is similarly high in Bayside, Whitefish Bay, and
Source: Ashbury Homeowners Association

the other North Shore communities that contribute members and funds.
The pool also serves a purpose that is distinct from the private competitor
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need to eliminate it entirely at some point in the future. Other areas of the

pools in the area. It is not primarily used for exercise, as fitness clubs like

pool also have accessibility and safety concerns that reduce their useful-

Elite or the Wisconsin Athletic Club are, and it is allso not used in the same

ness and could potentially leave the village open to a lawsuit. The pool’s

way that country club would be. Instead it is a place where village resi-

mechanical systems are a major safety hazard. If the village attempts to

dents can go to interact with their neighbors, to paraphrase one meeting

fix any one of these issues it may need to address others to bring them

attendee. The JCC, the other community pool that was mentioned in the

into code compliance.

survey, only serves a subset of the overall community. Ninety-five survey

At the same time, Fox Point residents, as well as pool users from other

respondents said they don’t attend the Fox Point Pool because they are

North Shore communities, also indicated that they strongly support ef-

members of another pool. That is a significant number but is still only

forts to keep the pool. 84% or 603 of the survey respondents who an-

about eleven percent of all respondents. Pool membership reductions

swered question 8 “Would you support a significant capital investment by

do not seem to be inevitable, and appear to be caused more by the cur-

the village to rebuild the pool or make it more sustainable” answered ei-

rent age of families in the area and by members from other villages dis-

ther Definitely Yes or Possibly Yes. Only 10% of respondents chose either

satisfied with the non-resident rate than by families choosing other pools

definitely or possibly no. 460 survey respondents said they were in favor

or choosing not to swim. The revenue loss is significant, but it is not so

of continuing to support the pool regardless of the cost to the village.

much that it could not be made up by a functioning concession stand or

These sentiments were repeated in the survey comments and in com-

other revenue streams that would probably be added as part of a pool

ments and questions at the public input meeting. Support for the pool

rebuilding project.

was much more common than opposition in the survey, and opposition

The village also could not be certain that the site could be reused in a way

was non-existent at the meeting. That support combined with the num-

that would make closing the pool worthwhile if it decided to pursue that

ber of responses to the survey, as well as the turnout at the public input

option. The railroad might make it difficult to convince a developer that

the site is right for building single family homes, multi-family homes
might be controversial, and the area might not be busy enough to
support a new retail or office use.
Since we can eliminate both the Retain, Restore, Reprogram alternative and the Raze and Repurpose alternative, we’ve concluded that
the best course of action is to Rebuild the pool.
Assuming the village decides to rebuild the pool, it will also need to
decide where to locate it, what it should look like, and how to pay
for it. We believe the best location option is the current pool site. All
of the other sites we considered have significant issues that would
complicate a relocation, and none of them are large enough to allow
for a significantly bigger pool than the current pool site could accommodate. Significant portions of the Indian Creek site are either part
of a flood easement or are on a 100 year flood plain, the Longacre
Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool

site contains a bioswale to accommodate storm water runoff from
the school parking lot, and a popular ice skating rink is located on the
Stormonth site. Neighbors of these sites also expressed concern at
the public meeting about the increased traffic the pool would bring
if it was located there. The existing site is large enough to house the
pool, it is suitable to build on, and rebuilding the pool there will not
be an unwelcome change for its neighbors, who have coexisted with
the pool for the past fifty years. If the reconstruction is scheduled in
phases it should also be possible to complete it there without losing
a season.
Based on survey responses and comments at the meeting and the
likely use of the pool we recommend that it be rebuilt in a style that
is similar to the existing pool. At most it should include “one slide”
as one of the survey commenters suggested. The pool building
should definitely include indoor locker rooms and showers, a larger

Source: Only In a Park

concession area that will be able to actually generate revenue, and
some sort of community center that can be used year round.
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Several commenters in the survey complained that pool fees for

This is not surprising, since the other two options, taxes or fees, were

members from outside Fox Point were too high. More than one

less voluntary. However, it is an indication that much of the funding

comment suggested that Fox Point should explore a partnership

for any rebuilding project should come from fundraising. Forming a

with other villages as a way to pay for upgrades to the pool and to

volunteer group to spearhead the project will ensure that the effort re-

reduce the non-resident fees. Several precedents exist for this sort

mains both well organized and independant from the village. The Foot-

of arrangement. Fox Point is served by the consolidated Fox Point-

bridge Friends group raised over $500,000 for Fox Point’s recent ravine

Bayside School district, as well as the Maple Dale-Indian Hills school

bridge project and the Friends of the Hoyt Park Pool raised almost $8

district, both of which feed into Nicolet High School, along with

million. Several public meeting participants expressed interest in be-

schools from Glendale and River Hills. The North Shore Library serves

coming more involved with the future of the pool. This may be a good

residents of Fox Point, Bayside, Glendale, and River Hills. The North

way to make that possible.

Shore Fire Department serves residents of all those communities,
plus Whitefish Bay, Shorewood, and Brown Deer. A 2015 study
by the Public Policy Forum found that all of the communities that
have participated in the fire department achieved higher levels of
service than would have been possible individually, and all of the

In addition to the long term future of the pool, we also have several recommendations for immediate strategies and improvements that could
improve the pool’s quality as a service right away, at very low cost. They
are included in the Short Term Recommendations section.

communities have saved money when capital costs are taken into
account. It also noted that the cooperation hadn’t raised concerns
about loss of local control or identity as it has in other communities
that have discussed or attempted similar programs. The Fox Point
Pool doesn’t necessarily need to become the North Shore Pool,
and the contribution from other municipalities does not need to
be equal to that of Fox Point, but given the interest several of their
residents have expressed in contributing to the pool it is worth
discussing with the neighboring villages.
As another part of the fundraising effort the Fox Point Pool
Committee and interested residents should form a Friends of the
Fox Point Pool organization to coordinate philanthropic fundraising
efforts. Philanthropy, or philanthropy combined with some other
form of payment was the most popular option of the three we
suggested in the survey.
Source: Perth City Swim Club
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Implementation

A

ssuming the village decides to adopt our recommenda-

Option C in the Barrientos Study recommended rebuilding both

tion, it should take several steps immediately. Village staff

the pool and the pool building, which is our recommendation as

can implement all of the supplemental recommendations

well. We expect the pool will cost more than the Barrientos Study

within the next year, and some should be done before the start of

estimate, since the cost of construction materials will most likely

the 2017 pool season. Based on the improved pool bulletin for this

have risen at a higher rate than regular consumer goods, and since

year, staff may already be working on them.

expectations for a new pool will most likely be higher now than

In order to ensure that the rebuilding process happens as quickly as

they were ten years ago.

possible, and to reduce the chances that the existing pool will need

For our ceiling estimate we chose the cost of the Hoyt Park Pool.

expensive repairs or will become a liability issue during its last few

It is one of the few pools in the area that has recently been rebuilt

seasons, the village should begin exploring its options for rebuild-

from the ground up, so it is one of the best available comparisons.

ing the pool right away. The pool committee should set a goal to

However, we are also recommending that the new Fox Point Pool

have a contract with an architecture or engineering firm by the end

should be smaller than the Hoyt Park pool and should not include

of the year, and to be able to break ground on pool improvements

all of the same amenities. As a result, we expect that the Fox Point

by the end of the 2018 pool season. In order to ensure that con-

Pool will also be less costly than Hoyt was.

struction doesn’t cause the pool to be closed during the season, the
village should consider a multi-phase process. Most likely the best
option would be to rebuild the pool building during the 2018-2019
offseason and rebuild the pool during the 2019-2020 offseason.
Any further improvements can happen the following year.
Since very few new municipal pools have been built in Wisconsin recently it is difficult to come up with a reliable estimate for what our
recommendation will cost. Instead we are assuming the price will
fall between a baseline number and a ceiling. We used the lower
end estimate from the 2007 Barrientos Engineering study’s Option
C recommendation, updated for inflation, as our baseline estimate.
Source: The Morning Journal
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The lower end Barrientos cost estimate is $1.75 million. The Hoyt Park
Pool cost Wauwatosa $7.9 million to build. Adjusted for inflation those
numbers are $2.1 million and S8.7 million. Therefore our cost estimate
for our recommended alternative is between $2.1 million and 8.7
million. This is admittedly a very wide range, but we feel that it is the
best estimate we can responsibly give.

Source: Boston University

Source: Legoland Florida Waterpark
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Source: Maplewood Community Pool

Short Term Recommendations

R

egardless of whether the Village decides to continue maintaining/repairing the current pool structure and facility, or rebuild, there are various efforts/strategies that can be implemented to promote the pool. Many of these strategies focus on advertisement of the pool, in various
forms, in an effort to get the word out about the pool and its programs/events.

Source: Maplewood Community Pool
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Pool Bulletin
Each spring, the Village sends out a pool bulletin that kicks off
membership registration for the year. The bulletin advertises
upcoming events such as the Grand Kickoff Party and outlines
the membership fees as well as how to register. The bulletin also
offers information on a variety of programs offered at the pool.
Since our initial work on this project began, the Village has
released the 2017 Pool Bulletin. Using our suggestions, the Village
has created a whole new look for the bulletin.

Source: Village of Fox Point/ Cambridge Pool Association

Program Guide
A program guide is also an important piece of pool programming.
This document should contain details regarding each and every
program offered at the pool as well as when they take place and
how to register.
The program guide would be a great opportunity to get the
community involved in a photo contest. Using photos of community
members and pool members using the pool would be a great way
to enhance the “community feel” of the pool facility.
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Source: YMCA of Rock River Valley/ YMCA of Frederick County

Google Search
A Google search of “Fox Point Wisconsin Pool” resulted in the images
shown below. Though there is a page dedicated to the pool, on the Village’s website, there are not any photos of it.
As one can see, many of the images below are of private pools, many within private homes. However, the few photos of outdoor community pools,
are actually of other pools, rather than the subject pool.
Having images of the pool online would be of great benefit, especially for
those that may be new to the area, or maybe those that live in the surrounding municipalities and are looking for a community pool.
Hopefully, putting images on the Village’s website, would help spread the
word as well as contribute to the Google Image Search for future use.
Source: Facebook

Social Media
The image above is a screenshot from the Village of Fox Point Facebook
page. As one can see, the top image of Village Hall makes the page seem
somewhat official. However, the image on the right is a screenshot of the
website linked to the Facebook page. The website is in another language
and not at all linked to the Village.
It would be easy, cost effective, and beneficial for the Village to develop
an official Facebook page for the Village of Fox Point. Social media is very
common and makes it easy to get messages out. This could be extremely
helpful for the pool in that the Village could post updates about pool closings, weather delays, and special events on the page.
It would also be beneficial in that people could communicate with the
Village in a way they communicate with many other people. People could
also post photos of themselves at the pool which would help to spread
the word and hopefully grow the membership base.
Source: Google images
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Sponsorships
We are recommending that the village of Fox Point pursue sponsorships
with local businesses as a strategy to fund both improvements to the
pool and ongoing pool operations. This is a very common method for
keeping municipal pools cost effective. All four of the precedent pools
we studied used some form of philanthropy as a funding alternative.
The Cedarburg pool sells sponsorships to individuals, and recognizes
them with a plaque on a donor wall. The Cedarburg and Hoyt pools also
sell sponsorships to local businesses. This allows those municipalities
to keep their pools up to date and keep their fees down without having
to make huge expenditures from their general funds.
Fox Point has ample opportunities to obtain similar funding for its
own pool. While no major companies have headquarters in the
village, it does contain numerous smaller businesses that cater to the
surrounding community. Some of these may view pool sponsorships
as a good marketing strategy. Others may simply want to be good
community members. The village should contact the businesses near
the pool on Santa Monica Boulevard, as well as some of the others
located in the shopping areas along Port Washington Road. Businesses
located just outside of Fox Point in Glendale and Bayside may also be
interested in sponsorship opportunities.
In the short term, the pool could publicize sponsorships on its website,
in the pool newsletter, and in the pool itself along the fences lining the
facility. In the long term, a new pool might bring greater sponsorship
opportunities along with it, or it could be designed with sponsorship
opportunities in mind.
Source: Friends of Hoyt Park Pool
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Pool Advisory Committee
The Fox Point Pool Citizens Advisory Committee was formed in the fall
of 2016 to explore options for the future of the pool. It is responsible for
commissioning studies, taking public comments, and making recommendations to the Village Board regarding the future of the pool, and
specifically regarding options for whether and how to rebuild or reuse

Furthermore, we believe the village should maintain philanthropic
funding efforts after a new pool is completed, to help fund ongoing
operations and keep fees down. In order to ensure that those operations
are managed responsibly and in a way that will continue to address the
pool’s needs, the village should maintain the pool advisory committee as
a liason with the fundraising entity.

the pool. It is also charged with finding or creating an entity to conduct
fundraising operations for rebuilding the pool.
The Resolution authorizing the Pool Advisiory Committee also makes
it clear that the board intends to dissolve it once it has completed its
immediate tasks. We are recommending that the village instead keep
the committee operating after the pool has been completed.
The pool is one of the main amenities that the village provides. The
authorizing resolution also made it clear that the Village Board has not
been able to put enough effort into effectively managing the pool. Village staff have done a very good job keeping the pool functional and
operating, both maintaining the facility well past its expected lifespan
and keeping operating costs down. However, beyond a certain point
it is not the job of village staff to recommend major policy changes for
the pool, even if those changes are necessary. The pool meeting made
it clear that major policy changes are necessary though, beyond just
a decision about whether to rebuild the pool. Ongoing changes may
be necessary even after a new pool is completed. A dedicated village
committee tasked with hearing public comments on the pool and coming up with creative solutions is the best option for ensuring that major
issues will continue to be addressed in a timely fashion.
Source: Synergy Waterslides
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Public Participation

T

he goal of creating a shared vision for the future of the public

Second we wondered how people feel about the money the village

pool was achieved through a collaborative effort among

spends to keep the pool open. Links to the survey were displayed

community members, elected officials, and village staff.

on the village website and distributed to residents and pool users

Engaging the public in the decision-making process provides the

through email lists. It received 842 responses.

community with a sense of ownership. Stakeholders were offered an
opportunity to express concerns about programming, membership
fees, hours of operation, overall management, funding resources,
design improvements, site selection, and future reconstruction of the
Fox Point pool.
Two public participation events were offered to pool members and
the broader community in the form of an online survey and public
information meeting. The two approaches provided community
members with the opportunity to voice opinions and concerns both
online and in person. The input from a wide range of stakeholders

Source: APW Project Team

greatly influenced the direction of research and analysis. Consensus
achieved through the public participation process weighed heavily

Public Meeting

in the generation of a final set of recommendations.

A public meeting regarding the future of the Fox Point Community

Online Survey
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Pool was held at the Fox Point Village Hall on April 18th, 2017. The
meeting was open to the public and was attended by more than 60

In order to get a better understanding of the opinions of Fox Point

community members.

residents and pool users we conducted an online survey from March

The meeting was held with the intent of better understanding the

14 through March 31. We created the survey using the Qualtrics

community’s views of the pool, whether or not they would like to

software. It consisted of eleven questions, along with an option to

rebuild the pool, where the pool should be located (current site or

leave additional comments. We designed the survey two answer

new site) as well as what amenities/programs they would like/utilize.

two main questions. First, we wanted to know why people use the

The public was also provided with background information on the

pool, why they don’t use it, and what they would like to see changed.

current state of the pool and precedent studies of similar local pools.

Online Survey

T

he Fox Point Pool Survey was open from Tuesday March

Respondents who used the pool less than once a week were directed to

14 through Saturday April 1, 2017. It was distributed via

another question asking them why they don’t use the pool or why they

anonymous link to email lists of Fox Point residents, pool

don’t use it more. Of the 399 respondents to that question 24% said

members, and other interested groups. It was also available on the

they attend another pool, either public or private. These respondents

Village website. It received 842 responses.

were asked to list their preferred pool. The JCC pool was the most

The survey was a convenience sample. We believed it was most
important to get as many responses as possible, so we prioritized the
widest and easiest distribution we could get over ensuring that our
sample was representative of the Fox Point or North Shore population
as a whole. We believed it wasn’t possible given the time and
resource constraints we faced to get both a large and representative
response, so we decided a large one was best. Fox Point officials
should not necessarily assume that it is an accurate representation of
the opinions of all local stakeholders.

popular in both the public and private category, with 35 responses.
Other private pools such as Tripoli Country Club, the Town Club, and
Elite received five to eight responses each. Suburban municipal pools
such as the Hoyt and Cedarburg pool receive two or three responses
each, and Milwaukee pools such as the Pulaski Pool and the Lincoln
Park Aquatic Center received one vote each. Pools located at Nicolet
and Whitefish Bay High School also received a response. 7% of all
respondents said they either don’t swim or have their own pool. 16%
said fees were too high. 53%, or 211 respondents, chose other. In the
comment option under other many respondents explained that they

460, or 50% of survey respondents were from Fox Point. 174 or 22%

don’t use the pool because their children are either too young or too

were from Whitefish Bay. 9% were from Bayside, 4% from Glendale,

old. A few others said they just moved to the community and hadn’t

3% from Shorewood, and 5% from another municipality. 36% said

had a chance to use the pool or they didn’t know it existed until now.

they plan to renew their pool memberships this year, 13% say they

Others said they aren’t around in the summer or they use a relative’s

have been a member within the past two years, 21% have been

pool. A few mentioned weather related issues, particularly cold. A few

members in the past, and 30% had never been members. 39% of

said they don’t use it because the non-resident fee is too high, and a

respondents said they participated in activities or used the pool

few others said the pool seems unsafe or the facilities are too old.

more than once a week. 61% either said they did not use the pool at
all in 216 or they only used it less than once a week.

The next three questions allowed respondents to choose as many answers as they wanted. Question 5 asked respondents what they like
about the pool. The most popular answer, with 405 responses, was
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Community Amenity/Interaction with other families.

Organized

Question 9 asked respondents whether they would support a

Activities and Staff Quality were the next two most popular answers,

significant capital investment by the village to keep the pool functional.

with about 225 responses each. Concessions and Facilities each got

84% answered either probably yes or definitely yes. Definitely yes was

about 160 responses, and Other got 58 responses.

the more popular of the two answers, with 364 or 51% of the votes.

Question 6 asked what changes respondents would like to see at

Only 10% of respondents answered either probably or definitely no,

the pool. The most popular answer to this question, with about 346

and 6% had no opinion.

responses, was longer hours/a longer operating season. Better pool

Question 10 asked what funding source respondents would prefer for

facilities, less expensive membership/admission rates, better building

the pool. They had the opportunity to choose either funding through

facilities, and better concessions ranged from 182 to 250 responses. 89

taxes, pool fees, or private philanthropy, and they could also choose

people chose better website/marketing, and 122 chose other. “Other”

a combination of the three or suggest other methods. Of the three

responses to this question included a few interesting suggestions,

choices philanthropy was the most popular, with 20% of total votes.

including more green space, one small slide, and more open swim

Tax levy funding and fee increases received about 9% each. 59% of

times. Several respondents also suggested cheaper membership fees

respondents chose other. ost of the written responses in the other

specifically for non-residents.

section suggested combinations. A few people said the village should

Question 7 asked respondents what they look for in a pool in general.

use all three. Others suggested either philanthropy and fee increases

About 350 respondents each chose Kid Pools, Lap Swimming, and

or philanthropy and taxes. Nobody suggested tax funding and fee

Water Slides. 310 chose good concessions, and just under 200 chose

increases. Others came up with more creative ideas. A few, such as

diving facilities. Handicap accessibility, party rental facilities, and

taxing church property and starting a Kickstarter campaign, might

playgrounds got a few responses each. 97 people chose other. Written

be somewhat unrealistic. Others included improving the concession

responses in the other section included clean and safe facilities,

options so they generate revenue and partnering with other villages.

umbrellas and other shade items, and adult only times.

Cross tabulations of the financially related questions with question

The next three questions asked about funding options for the pool.
The first brought up the existing village subsidy of pool and asked
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number one showed that Fox Point residents had similar answers to
the overall survey population.

respondents how they felt about it. 64% of respondents answered

The final question asked how survey respondents usually get to the

that they are in favor of continuing to operate the pool regardless

pool. The answers were not surprising for a suburban community like

of the costs. 15% said the current subsidies are acceptable but they

Fox Point. 58% of respondents said they drive, 24% said they bike,

would not support an increase. 14% said they believe the pool needs

and 9% said they walk. 3% said they carpool. Other responses, which

to support itself.

made up about 7% of the answers, included combinations of walking

We believe the most important thing for the village to conclude from
the pool survey is that there is a very high level of interest in the pool
an in keeping it open. It is extremely unusual for this kind of survey to
receive such a large number of responses. The extremely high share
of positive responses to the three questions about spending money
are also surprising. Fox Point residents are willing to support the pool
now and at they at least claim they would be willing to help cover the
costs of major repairs or rebuilding. The number of people who said
they like the community amenity aspects of the pool was also notable.
The comments in the other sections also support the conclusion that
the pool is best as a way for neighbors to interact rather than as an
attraction to bring in visitors. Those comments, along with the answers
Source: APW Project Team

to question 7 support the conclusion that the village should prioritize

and driving, biking and driving, or all three. Only one person said they

Finally, the number of complaints in the other sections about non-

don’t feel comfortable sending their children alone due to traffic levels.
We decided not to include transit as an answer to this question since
Fox Point has virtually no bus service.

resident fees was notable, as was the suggestion that the village should
partner with other municipalities to help bring down membership fees
and increase the sustainability of the pool.

At the end of the survey participants had the option to make further
comments, and over 200 of them chose to do so. Many of the
comments were supportive of the pool. Others complained about the
current condition and suggested that improvements were necessary.
A few said the village should focus on more pressing needs. Some
made specific suggestions, such as finding volunteer lifeguards to
keep the pool open later in the season, allowing a Masters swim team
to use the pool early in the morning, and adding a beer garden. Several
people mentioned the non-resident membership fees and asked that
the village find a way to reduce them. All of the written responses to
this question and the other ones are included in Appendix A.
Source: APW Project Team
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Survey Questions & Results
Q1: What community do you reside in?
Q2: Are you/have you been a member of the Fox Point Pool?
Q3: Did you or your family use the Fox Point Pool during the summer of 2016?
Q4: Why don’t you use the pool, or why don’t you use it more?
Q5: What do you like about the pool? Select any that apply.
Q6: What changes would you like to see at the pool? Select any that apply.
Q7: In general, what sorts of amenities do you look for in a pool? Select any that
apply.
Q8: The Village of Fox Point currently spends between $50,000 and $100,000 per
year to subsidize the pool. Pick the answer below that most closely reflects your
opinion regarding this expenditure.
Q9: Would you support a significant capital investment by the Village to rebuild
the pool or make it more sustainable?
Q10: If the Village does decide to make a capital investment in the pool, what
funding source would you prefer?
Q11: How do you or your children usually get to the pool?
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Q1: What community do you reside in?
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Q2: Are you/have you been a member of the Fox Point Pool?
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Q3: Did you or your family use the Fox Point Pool during the
summer of 2016?
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Q4: Why don’t you use the pool, or why don’t you use it more?
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Q5: What do you like about the pool? Select any that apply.
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Q6: What changes would you like to see at the pool? Select
any that apply.
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Q7: In general, what sorts of amenities do you look for in a
pool? Select any that apply.
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Q8: The Village of Fox Point currently spends between $50,000
and $100,000 per year to subsidize the pool. Pick the answer
below that most closely reflects your opinion regarding this
expenditure.
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Q9: Would you support a significant capital investment by the
Village to rebuild the pool or make it more sustainable?
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Q10: If the Village does decide to make a capital investment in
the pool, what funding source would you prefer?
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Q11: How do you or your children usually get to the pool?
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Public Meeting
Residents from Fox Point, Bay View, Whitefish Bay, and other surrounding municipalities were invited to attend the public meeting via an
invite that was distributed through email as well as the Village of Fox
Point website. Residents were also informed about the public meeting
through the survey that was distributed through the pool membership list, Village list-serve and help from the surrounding communities.
Residents were informed of the scope of the meeting by Village Trustee Tirado, before viewing a PowerPoint presentation on the pool. A
question and answer session followed. At the end of the meeting participants were encouraged to walk around the room and interact with
the posters that were created regarding sponsorships, site locations,
and pool and building amenities.

A

public meeting regarding the future of the Fox Point Community Pool was held on April 18th, 2017 at the Fox Point Village
Hall. The meeting was open to the public and was attended by

more than 60 members of the community.
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Source: APW Project Team

Presentation
The meeting began with a presentation covering the background and
current condition of the pool, and was followed by precedent pools in
the area. During this point of the presentation we received feedback from
community members that the pool should be an amenity and not an attraction, like Hoyt. A simple pool is the preferred alternative, with a few
pool amenities such as a slide, separate pools and diving boards.
The presentation then went on to highlight the potential alternatives: Retain, Restore, Reprogram, Raze and Repurpose, and Reconstruct. Of the
alternatives, reconstruction was the most popular, and included aspects
of reprogramming as well. There was also strong support for the pool to

Source: APW Project Team

remain in its existing location.

Input Stations

The strategies for success section of the presentation proved to be the

Various stations were developed and posted around the room for meet-

most engaging, raising awareness about advertising, programming and

ing attendees to provide input and feedback regarding what they would

the need for private philanthropy in the planning process.

like to see for the future of the Fox Point Pool. Each station had a topic
ranging from site selection to pool amenities and programming, to facility
improvements, and partnership/sponsorship strategies.
The site selection station featured 3 potential sites: the existing site, Stormonth Park, and Longacre Park. Attendees were given a sticker to place
on the site of their choosing based on where they would most like the
pool to be.
The pool improvement and facility improvement stations featured various amenities/improvements that could be made to the pool. Options
included zero depth entry, diving boards, separate pools (for children and
lap swim), a sprayground, and a few other options. The facility improvement station asked participants what they like about the pool, what they
don’t, and what could be improved.
The partnership/sponsorship station asked participants what partnerships and/or sponsorship opportunities they would be interested in.

Source: APW Project Team
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Conclusion

T

hroughout the planning process, input from village staff,

future construction of an improved pool facility. A vibrant future

the pool advisory committee, and Fox Point residents were

for the municipal pool can be achieved through the continued

impactful in generating the final set of recommendations. The

communication among residents and village staff to ensure a new

implementation of this plan should be led by the Village of Fox Point

facility that will promote civic pride for numerous summers.

with assistance from public and private organizations, stakeholders,
and residents. The research and community outreach conducted in
the beginning of 2017 provides a framework for executing a strategy
that will address the long term vitality of the community amenity.
Support for the continued financing, programming, and operating
of the pool facility was determined through the public participation
process. A cost effective solution can be achieved by restructuring
membership fees, reprogramming, and a combination of public and
private fundraising. The aspirations of Fox Point residents indicated
the strong desire to construct a new pool facility at the existing
location. With committed funding strategies and strong public
support, the future of the municipal pool can be revitalized into a
successful community amenity for decades to come.
This report serves as a guide for the redevelopment, renewal,
and preservation of the Fox Point pool. It is a reflection of public
participation, municipal input, and local policy analysis. The future
of the municipal pool should reflect the goals of establishing a new
facility that will enhance the quality of life, promote community
pride, and maintain the residential character of the village. This
document should be utilized to guide decision making on the
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Public Meeting Comments
• 1 or 2 survey items were flawed construction and result in conflicted results. Please reconsider.
• In my 27 years of running recreation and athletic facilities, I find the lifeguard rotation structure to be inefficient. If $ is an issue – would
you be open to looking at more efficient staffing models?
FYI – the pool is one of the main reasons we moved to FP.
• “Friends of Fox Point Pool” group could provide organized input and feedback and support for future plans.
• I believe relocating the pool to a different location (other than Dunwood) is a non-starter.
• So many small things can be done now to make the pool more welcoming, inclusive, vibrant + diverse
- Marketing + social media – local people don’t know the pool exists
- Hours – awful/season too short
- Online registration/credit card payment
- Pricing schemes for villages and other communities + types of memberships
- Better programming options for adults and kids
Swim lessons – evenings/weekends, triathlon or masters swim
*We moved to Fox Point last summer and found the pool to be unwelcoming for new residents
- No reduced member rates for new families
- No programming or kids in evenings and weekends
- Strange hours + short season
This year – the “mail only” registration without including the form in the bulletin was infuriating + ridiculous
I work full time + have 2 little kids – there is no way I can do swim lessons – ridiculous
• Updates to pool rules, house & open day in 2017 would help get/continue support for the pool as we move to major changes in 2018
(votes, $, family commitment to the amenity).
Small changes – nicer bathrooms, upgrade changing rooms, & keep community pool feel
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• Please extend season & daily hours. Allow floats & water wings. Toddler time 3 & under in the morning when kids aren’t napping. Then
we’ll join again this year.
•

- Toddler age raised to 2 and under
- Reduce day or hours for courses to increase open swim and open earlier for young families
- Provide gift certificated for gifts/replace money for children w/out parents
- Benches/shade & low maintenance concessions

• (1) Suggested site: Stormonth baseball field. New facility in Glendale for baseball/community centers being built. Anticipate lower us
age of baseball field. Would retain all green space, ice rink, Pavilion could be beer garden/expanded, lockers, etc.
(2) For any location, need to evaluate traffic as a function of anticipated membership growth.
• Parent/tot time and opening open swim earlier and fitness courses are a way to increase memberships now and begin to make money
for future renovations.
• I’m not concerned about the cost to WFB/Bayside residents as they are already subsidized. If they can’t afford the extra $200, then
more to a F.P. WFB residents also don’t go to our school district so out kids aren’t missing out on meeting up w/ fellow classmates. My
concern with a joint agreement w/ Bayside is that the pool would get so crowded for its size when we open up resident membership to
Bayside.
•

- More privacy in dressing rooms
- Movie nights on a Saturday night (rather than Sunday)
- Our pool is funded by tax dollars (very different than Hoyt)
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